violence ive seen allote of in my life time in school mostly drugs to fights and jumpings for a new pair of jordans of just stupid desicions that people make in the past that give them a bad reputation that make people hate them then thats how youth violenc start. like my expirinc of it. one day around 4th block i heard a rumor about a fight so i thought it was good idea to go cvxwatch it. But when i got their it was the worst thing ever. the person fighting was one of my closest friends i had at the time i wanted to jump in and brake it up but i couldnt their was to much people beating him up so i thought of helping him fight or leaving and bieng safe but i jumped in because i thought it was the right thing to do.
as i jumped in i fought for him and got him back up on his feet and left running but they chased us until some one pulled out a gun so every one scatered and ran.but later on i figured out that it was literly a drug deal gone wrong and my friend and the other guy were just fighting it out but later we found out that they were after us wich couised me to do some more stupid decisons that lead to more horrible things
since then i always though about how scared ive been around just people on the streets im more couttios of everything and for every little thing that happends i think about how im going to fight him wich isnt a healthy or good thing i realise that but that how ive always been since then. also my friend he is always scared and they still chase him around at times but he stands and fight wich causes more fights so it is a never ending cycle no matter what you do but their is ways to help like counseling or giving advise to younger kids and help them with it so it can lower youth violonce becouse if i had maby a class of drugs and violonce i probaly wouldent of done all the things i did in my life or us the older kids helping siblings out or maby just stoping or preventing a fight by talking to them or maby stoping kids from doing drugs becouse i think that is why youth or just violonce in general happen around of. Or it just the kids desions so thier perants, they should let their kids know at a young age of dangers of life so they grow up knowing what is good and what is bad or what to stay away from and how to pick out good friends and try not to get bad influence sec but like i seid it is a never ending cycle wich it will never end but the best we can do is teach the next and our generation and hope.